Objectives: Investigation of the amplitude modulation of alpha-band EEG oscillations (i.e., grouping of alpha-band activities) by delta-band EEG activities in various depths of anesthesia (DOA).
1.

INTRODUCTION
When an anesthetic agent is inducted and anesthesia deepens, the electroencephalogram (EEG) becomes more regular before disappearing into an isoelectric activity in very deep anesthesia. In moderate to deep anesthesia the EEG is dominated by globally coherent slow waves activities in the delta frequency range (Constant, Seeman et al. 2005) . Scalp EEG as well as single neurons show that delta band may comprise different types of activities. Benoit et al. by the use of scalp EEG power spectra during non-REM sleep showed that slow and fast delta components differently correlate to alpha and beta frequency bands (Benoit, Daurat et al. 2000) . They considered [0.7 -2] Hz interval as slow delta and [2 -4] Hz interval as fast delta.
Studies on neural activities by Steriade et al. (Steriade, Amzica et al. 1996; Steriade 2006) , showed that slow oscillation (< 1 Hz) has the ability to trigger and group cortical network firing, which correspond to higher frequency EEG activities from delta ([1 -4] Hz) to gamma ([30 -60] Hz). Steriade et al. indicated (by the means of neuronal recordings) that the hyperpolarized phase of slow oscillation is associated with a global dysfacilitation in corticothalamic networks resulting in reduced neural firing. The depolarizing phase, on the other hand, is found to be accompanied by a corticothalamic facilitation of neural firing. Fell et al. used the scalp EEG data during sleep and showed that sigma activity ([12 -16] Hz) is modulated by slow EEG oscillations (Fell, Elfadil et al. 2002) . However, they did not find a strong modulation between slow delta waves and gamma oscillations on scalp EEG recordings as Steriade et al. had shown in their neuronal level recordings. In another study, Molle et al. found that grouping of spindle ([12 -15] Hz) and fast activities in the beta band ([15 -25] Hz) are coincident with slow oscillations in human slow wave sleep (Molle, Marshall et al. 2002) . Interestingly, it has been also shown that infraslow oscillations ([0.02 -0.2] Hz) are also strongly synchronized with faster activities, as well as with the interictal epileptic events and K-complexes (Vanhatalo, Palva et al. 2004) .
All abovementioned studies examine the EEG or neural activities during sleep or light Ketamine-Xylazine anesthesia. It remained unclear, however, whether or not the modulation of high-frequency EEG activities by slow oscillations (in the delta band) is independent of the level of unconsciousness induced by anesthetic agents. In this study, we use Desflurane agent and investigate the amplitude modulation of alpha waves by different frequency components of delta band. Two parameters are defined to characterize this modulation: phase of modulation (POM) and strength of modulation (SOM). These parameters have neurophysiologic bases, and somehow show the status of information processing in the brain. They are analyzed in 10 children in different depths of anesthesia (DOA) . SOM indicates to what extent delta and alpha activities are related to each other in terms of amplitude modulation, and POM is the delta phase for which the alpha amplitude is maximal. Investigation into these parameters in microscopic and macroscopic scales not only has theoretical benefits but also may find some applications in patient monitoring techniques. As an example, in this article we show that POM can be helpful for quantifying DOA. We also use SOM as a criterion to identify different types of delta band components. This paper is organized as follows. The methodology is given in the next section. It contains description of EEG recording protocol and signal processing required for deriving POM and SOM parameters. These parameters are reported for a single patient to help readers become more familiar with POM and SOM concepts. Results are reported in section 3 and finally, discussions and suggestions for future studies form the last section of this paper.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Data recording protocol
After approval from the Human Studies Committee, 10 children (8 males, 2 females, age 105±21 month) requiring elective surgery were recruited into the study with parental consent. None of the children was premedicated. EEG electrodes (3M Red Dot Silver/Silver Chloride model 2269T, 3M Health Care, St Paul, USA) were placed adjacent to the pediatric BIS™ electrodes (Aspect XP™ Medical Systems, Newton, IL, USA), which are located in the frontal region of the brain (F p , F 7 ).
BIS™ monitor, which is a commercial device (and thus it is a black box system), integrates several disparate descriptors of the EEG into a single variable which is called Bispectral Index (denoted by BIS™) (Rampil 1998 ). These descriptors are burst suppression ratio (Bruhn, Bouillon et al. 2000) , Beta ratio ( ), and SynchFastSlow ( ) (Morimoto, Hagihira et al. 2004) . P stands for power spectrum, and B stands for bispectrum. To derive these parameters, it is required that EEG is analyzed in time, frequency and bispectral (Sigl and Chamoun 1994) domains, respectively. All EEG recordings (PowerLab™, ADInstruments, Castle Hill, NSW, Australia) were started a few minutes after the intubation when age corrected expired Desflurane concentrations (Mapleson 1996) were stabilized at 2 MAC. For a 10-year old child, Desflurane concentration is almost 7.5 Vol% at 1 MAC. According to definition, 1 MAC is the Minimum Alveolar Concentration of an anesthetic agent at 1 atmosphere pressure at which 50% of patients still move in response to a noxious stimulus. EEG recordings were obtained in the absence of any surgical stimulation. Figure 1 illustrates the protocol that was followed to change the drug concentration. Desflurane concentration changed stepwise from 2 MAC to 1 MAC and then to 0.5 MAC during 20 minutes. After each transition, the concentration was kept constant for about 10 minutes until the target drug concentration in the brain and EEG signals become stabilized. The surgery was started a few minutes after the increase of drug concentration following the twenty-minute EEG recording protocol. Sampling rates of EEG signals were equal to 400 Hz, and BIS™ index was also recorded by the Aspect XP™ machine every minute, independently from the EEG recordings (Tirel, Wodey et al. 2006) . minutes. EEG signal is recorded continuously, and BIS index is registered once in every minute.
Signal processing
Delta sub-bands and filtering
POM and SOM can be defined for any pair of EEG wave components. In this paper, the higher-frequency component always belongs to [8 -13] Hz frequency interval (which is referred to as alpha component), whereas the lower-frequency component may correspond to various delta sub-bands. In brief, delta sub-bands considered in this study are categorized to one of the following types: very slow VS
( 2 CS f δ ) and cumulative fast ( CF f δ ). f-indexed symbols indicate a set of delta sub-bands; for example, ( 1 CS f δ ) consists of 25 delta sub-bands. EEG component corresponding to each of the above delta sub-bands was extracted from raw EEG using band-pass elliptic IIR filters (two cascaded high-pass and low-pass filters) provided by MATLAB ® (ellip function). Orders of the filters were determined by ellipord function. We set peak-to-peak ripples (Rp) and minimum required stop-band attenuations (Rs) of the filters to 0.5 and 20 dB, respectively. In the following, characteristics of the pass-band filters are described for all the abovementioned delta sub-bands.
The intervals [0.1 -0.5] Hz (very slow delta), [0.7 -1.7] Hz (slow delta) and [2 -4] Throughout this paper, if a parameter is related to one of the abovementioned sub-bands, the name of that parameter is concatenated with the superscript of the given sub-band. For example, if a POM is calculated between a slow delta sub-band ( S δ ) and alpha band, it is then denoted by S-POM. Similarly, other parameters such as CS1-POM, N-SOM, CF-POM, etc.
are also defined. 
Calculating POM
The procedure for calculating POM between an alpha wave and an EEG wave component in a given delta sub-band is as follows. For the sake of simplicity, we use the term delta wave instead of delta sub-band wave.
1) The EEG signal is down sampled to 80 Hz, decomposed into 50% overlapped epochs of 30 sec and then the mean value is removed from each epoch. Figure 3 3) Analytic signal of a given delta wave is obtained by taking Hilbert transform of ( ) t δ (Oppenheim, Schafer et al. 1999; Proakis and Manolakis 2006) :
where , are Hilbert and Fourier transforms, respectively, H F 1 i = − and sgn( ) ω is sign function which takes -1 and +1 values for negative and positive arguments, respectively.
The angle of the obtained analytic signal represents instantaneous phase of delta wave. This angle is calculated as follows (
Basically, it can be said that each cycle of the delta wave is mapped to the ( , π π − interval. 4) Absolute value of ( ) t α is passed through the same IIR filter that was employed to extract ( ) t δ from the EEG epoch and the power of the resulted signal is normalized to one. This resulted signal is referred to as alpha-amplitude signal and is denoted by ( ) a t α (Figure 3(e1, e2) ).
5)
A 62-bin amplitude-distribution is formed by data samples of ( ) a t α according to data samples of ( ) t δ ∠ ( Figure   3 (f1, f2)). This 62-point amplitude-distribution which is referred to as modulation signal (MS), indicates mean amplitude of alpha waves for different delta phases. The detailed procedure for calculating an MS is as follows (this procedure is illustrated schematically in Figure 4 ):
(i) The ( π − , π ] interval is divided into 62 bins (~ 0.1 rad for each bin).
(ii) Each data sample of ( ) t δ ∠ is labeled with a number between 1 and 62 (bin index) according to its value. For example, Figure 4 indicates that the bin index 21 corresponds to the (-1.1148, -1.0134] rad phase interval.
(iii) Concurrent data samples of ( ) a t α and ( ) t δ ∠ take the same bin index.
(iv) A 62-bin amplitude-distribution is formed using data samples of ( ) a t α . To do so, the mean amplitude of those data samples of ( ) a t α having the same label is calculated.
Once the 62-point amplitude-distribution is obtained, the mean value of the amplitude-distribution is removed and the resulted 62-point signal is then smoothed using a Savitzky-Golay filter (Orfanidis 1995) . Savitzky-Golay is an FIR filter that performs a local polynomial regression (of degree k). The polynomial order and frame size of the Savitzky-Golay filter were set to 3 and 19, respectively (sgolayfilt function in MATLAB ® ). The smoothed 62-point signal is called modulation signal MS. (Figure 3(g) ).
6) POM is the phase for which the MS is maximal: ( , ] POM arg max(MS) θ π π ∈ − = (see markers in Figure 3 (g)). If necessary, an unwrapping procedure can be used to ensure phase continuity in successive EEG epochs. 
Calculating SOM
SOM is the other parameter that will be discussed beside POM in this study. SOM may accompany POM to indicate to what extent the modulation between the considered delta wave and alpha band is strong. A strong modulation means coincidence of a fixed delta phase value with local maximums (or minimums) of ( ) a t α in successive cycles of delta oscillations. Conversely, If the modulation is weak, maximums (or minimums) of ( ) a t α coincide with different delta phase values. Figure 5 compares a strong and a weak amplitude modulation. This figure illustrates 15 sec of two delta phase signals
and their corresponding alpha-amplitude signals ( ) a t α . Maximum values of ( ) a t α are connected to their corresponding delta phases by vertical lines. In part A, most of these vertical lines point to phase values around 2.5 rad whereas, in part B, vertical lines randomly target different phase values. As a consequence, MS of a weak modulation is flatter than MS of a strong modulation and it does not usually have a dominant extremum. SOM is a parameter which is designed to quantify this characteristic of MS and to measure its flatness. In this study, the MS is smoothed, and then its standard deviation is expressed as SOM. Smoothing is done by the Savitzky-Golay filter used before. Smoothing increases the contrast between a weak and a strong modulation. As Figure 5 depicts, the MS in part A has both a wide range and a wide histogram and thus it has a high standard deviation (4.87 vs. 0.95 in part B). . SOM, which is the standard deviation of smoothed MS, is higher in part A than in part B.
2.2.4.
Monitoring POM and SOM Figure 6 part A illustrates a two-dimensional view of MSs of a patient obtained during the twenty-minute EEG recording.
The left and right side images are related to S-MSs and F-MSs, respectively. Each column of the images, which are called Modulation Images (MI), corresponds to an S-MS or F-MS at a given time. As indicated in Figure 6 parts B and C, S δ − and related POM and SOM parameters can be monitored continuously from their corresponding S-MI and F-MI. Since it is generally expected that POM values do not change rapidly in successive EEG epochs, a smoothing filter (Savitzky-Golay filter, order 3, frame size 9) is applied on MI in the time-axis direction. 
RESULTS
Fast EEG oscillations are modulated by very slow, slow and fast delta waves
We derived N f δ − related SOMs (N-SOM) in different stages of anesthesia to find the relation between different narrowband delta sub-band components and alpha waves. modulated by three delta sub-bands and also points out that the modulation between delta waves and alpha waves is not only seen in non-REM sleep (Benoit, Daurat et al. 2000) but also during various DOA.
Here, we will refer to the frequency interval [0.1 -0.5] Hz as very slow delta sub-band. This frequency interval, which is the lowest delta sub-band, appears to be independent from Desflurane concentration. The very slow delta sub-band may correspond to the slow delta activity that has been reported in Achermann and Borbely 1997) .
The second delta sub-band is referred to as slow delta sub-band. Desflurane concentration changes the boundary of this subband. In deep anesthesia at 2 MAC, it is almost extended from 0.5 to 1.2 Hz. When DOA decreases, this region moves a bit toward higher frequencies. For example at 0.5 MAC it is extended from 0.6 to 1.8 Hz. The central frequency of the slow delta band is around 1 Hz at 1 MAC and an increase/decrease of drug concentration may shift, a little bit, this frequency towards a lower/higher value. Fast delta band is the third sub-band that can be distinguished by N-SOM data. Basically, this band includes frequencies higher than 2 Hz. Central frequency of fast delta band varies with Desflurane concentration.
However, it is roughly around 2.8 Hz. We mention that the division of delta band into VS, S and F delta sub-bands 
POM and SOM in slow and fast delta waves
In the case reported in section 2.2.4, it was shown that POM and SOM evolve with anesthesia. It was also indicated that slow and fast delta sub-bands give different POM values at a same given MAC. In this section, the overall characteristics of and related POM and SOM are reported based on 10 patients. These markers indicate that both types of POMs increase with the level of consciousness. However, the way that they increase depends on the type of delta sub-band. For example, at 2 MAC (t = 0), mean values of S-POM and F-POM are around -0.5 rad, and at 1 MAC (t = 9 min), these values are about 1.6 and 0.3 rad respectively. In light anesthesia (t = 19) standard deviation of S-POM is less than the standard deviation of F-POM. In deep anesthesia (t = 0), it is the F-POM parameter that has a lower standard deviation. 
Different delta sub-bands and their relating POM: Application to DOA monitoring
In section 3.2, it was pointed out that POM values change with DOA. This suggests that POM may be used for determining DOA. In order to determine DOA with POM data, it is necessary to study the characteristics of POM relating to different delta sub-bands in different DOA in order to find a proper delta sub-band for this purpose. To do so, we consider the three delta sub-band sets ( ), ( ) and ( ) and compare their relating POMs and SOMs as indicated in Figure 9 .
This figure consists of three columns and three rows. The first row is related to results obtained from ( ) set. The second and third rows are related to ( ) and ( ) sets, respectively. In the first column of Figure 9 , mean POM values are illustrated in different depths of anesthesia at t = 0, 5, 9, 15 and 19 minutes. For the sake of simplicity, these time indexes, which are related to stabilized anesthesia at 2, 1 and 0.5 MAC and the transitions, are referred to as stage 1, stage 2 and so on, respectively. For each given stage and f-index, mean value of POMs in all patients is obtained at that given time and the subsequent 30 sec (i.e. over 3 subsequent EEG epochs). The second column of Figure 9 is related to inter-patient variability of POM values. In order to quantify this variability, the standard deviation of POM values is calculated for each given stage and f-index. As before, each standard deviation value is calculated over 3 successive EEG epochs. Finally, the last column in Figure 9 is related to mean SOM values for the given stage and f-indexes.
It can be inferred from Figure 9 A comparison between Figure 9(b1, b2) and Figure 9(a1, a2) reveals that discarding the very slow delta activities not only enhances the contrast between different stages of anesthesia, but also reduces the inter-patient variability of POM values. For example, for an f-index which is around 1 Hz, mean CS2-POM values in stages 1 and 2 are almost equal to -0.7 and 1.7 rad respectively, while these values change to 0.2 and 1.2 rad, respectively, for 1 1 CS δ . The inter-patient variability of CS2-POM is also lower than the inter-patient variability of CS1-POM in all stages of anesthesia when f-index is equal to 1 Hz.
One interesting point in Figure 9 (b2) is that the increase of f-index beyond 2 Hz, does not always reduce standard deviation of CS2-POM in stages 4 and 5 (notice the slight increase of std curve in stage 5). This may be an indication that fast delta activities may have inferior performances (in terms of standard deviation) than slow delta activities for determining DOA in light anesthesia (this is the case that was indicated in Figure 8 ). As a complementary viewpoint, mean values of CS2-SOM parameter in Figure 9 (b3) also show that the performance of slow delta sub-bands can be better than the performance of fast delta sub-bands in light anesthesia because for those f-indexes greater than about 2 Hz, SOM values start to decrease in stages 4 and 5.
According to abovementioned observations from Figure 9 , it can be inferred that concatenations of faster delta sub-bands with slower delta sub-band (i.e. increasing the f-index in ( 2 CS f δ ) sub-bands) significantly improves the performance of determining DOA in deep and moderate anesthesia. However, in light anesthesia the performance is degraded a little bit. This indicates that basically, faster delta sub-bands must be better candidates for determining DOA than slower delta sub-bands.
The structure of ( CF f δ ) sub-bands helps us to find out which combination of fast and slow delta sub-bands is reasonable for calculating POM and thus for determining DOA in different stages of anesthesia.
According to Figure 9 (c1) the performance of CF-POM for separating deep, moderate and light anesthesia is good for findexes smaller than about 3.5 Hz. In terms of inter-patient variability of CF-POM values (Figure 9(c2) ), results are not very good for f-indexes greater than 2.5 or less than 0.5 Hz. More precisely saying, an f-index which is greater than 2.5 Hz fails to give low standard deviation in light and deep anesthesia (stages 1, 4, 5) , and an f-index which is less than 0.5 Hz, basically fails to yield a low standard deviation in deep and moderate anesthesia (stages 1 to 3). 
where X may represent either CF08-POM, CF18-POM, CF28-POM or BIS™. is the patient index which vary between 1 and . The nominator represents the standard deviation of the parameter X at a given time, and the denominator expresses maximum range of that parameter in all patients during the twenty-minute EEG recordings. 
DISCUSSION
Analysis of SOM data shows that there are different delta sub-bands that may modulate alpha oscillations. Recognizing such distinguishable delta sub-bands is an indication that EEG delta waves may contain different activities induced by two or more different mechanisms in the brain. However, these mechanisms may not necessarily be independent from each other.
Mechanisms underlying the production of these different delta sub-bands may work together or even have modulation effects on each other as they have on EEG oscillations in alpha band.
Dividing the delta band into different sub-bands by the SOM criterion seems to have some advantages over splitting the delta band by EEG power criterion. By SOM criterion, delta wave components are in fact separated according to their neurophysiologic roles. Here, this neurophysiologic function is the modulation of alpha waves. By the EEG power criterion, it is not easy to separate delta sub-bands and to distinguish their boundaries. We may even miss a sub-band where two (or more) EEG underlying mechanisms generate activities with overlapping frequency components. On the contrary, SOM can better distinguish these mechanisms. Basically, SOM is low for overlapping frequency components, and it is high for those frequencies that mainly belong to only one of the EEG underlying mechanisms. This, increases the chance of separating delta sub-bands from each other. Indeed, interacting between different EEG underlying mechanisms causes generation of "noisy"
MSs at overlapped frequencies. These frequencies indicate boundary frequencies of each underlying mechanism, and thus boundary frequencies of EEG sub-bands. SOM leads us to a better physiologically-based method for identifying delta subband boundaries. Based on this approach we could show that if DOA decreases, slow delta band moves a bit to higher frequencies (Figure 7) .
POM can be treated as a parameter that gives us some insights into status of information processing and time-coding in the brain. For example, F-POM can indicate the time-lag between the generation of a fast delta wave or clocklike delta oscillation (~ 2 -3 Hz) in the cortex and thalamus, respectively, and alpha activities that are generated in the thalamus (Steriade, Dossi et al. 1991; Timofeev and Steriade 1996) . This kind of time-coding information could not be extracted from the power spectrum of delta and alpha waves (the mostly used tool for determining DOA). It was shown that F-POM changes from a negative value at 2 MAC to a positive value at 1 MAC. This rapid inversion of the phase might be an indication of the change of the location of mechanisms generating delta waves with DOA. Our hypothesis is that at 2 MAC, delta waves are mainly stereotyped clocklike rhythms originating in thalamic areas, and at 1 MAC delta waves are mainly related to cortical areas. Indeed, from the literature we know that clocklike delta oscillations are generated when thalamus cells are in hyperpolarized state (Steriade, Dossi et al. 1991; Steriade, Contreras et al. 1993) . Possibly, in deep Desflurane anesthesia this condition can be fulfilled and thalamic cells can be hyperpolarized. As supporting arguments for this issue, firstly, it is known that anesthetic agents prolong the decay time of GABA A receptor, and have inhibitory effects on brain cells (Hentschke, Schwarz et al. 2005) ; secondly, it has been shown that when anesthesia deepens, delta waves become more rhythmic (Constant, Seeman et al. 2005; Molaee-Ardekani, Shamsollahi et al. 2006) , and thus they are more similar to clocklike rhythms that are originated in the thalamus.
Our findings in this study can be employed in the physiologically-based mean-field modeling of brain electrical activities in general anesthesia. Modulation of alpha band oscillations concurrently by very slow, slow and fast delta bands activities is a characteristic of the EEG that, to our knowledge, has not been considered yet in mean-field models designed for EEG signals in anesthesia (Steyn-Ross, Steyn-Ross et al. 2004; Bojak and Liley 2005; Foster, Bojak et al. 2008 ). However, recently the switching behavior of neural populations to UP and DOWN states in the delta frequency range, which may trigger the modulation of alpha oscillations, and its possible underlying mechanisms have been addressed without studying the relation between slow and fast components of EEG signals (Molaee-Ardekani, Senhadji et al. 2007; Wilson, Barry et al. better characterized, and to be modeled mathematically in mean-field models.
Our study suggests that putting time-coding information of brain activities beside other more conventional parameters that are used for determining DOA such as BIS™ index, spectral edge frequency and median frequency (Senhadji, Wodey et al. 2002 ) might leads us to improve the performance of determining DOA in some stages of anesthesia. However, this does not imply that time-coding information (here, POM) can be used alone for determining DOA because in some periods of times the desired time-coding information may be missed or interfered with other time-codings in the brain (especially, in transition states where the strength of time-codings become very low) and thus, results will not be trustable.
In this study, we considered different formations of slow delta sub-bands and fast delta sub-bands in order to find a delta sub-band that its corresponding POM has the best performance for determining DOA in different stages of anesthesia. It seems that there is no single delta sub-band with the best performance in different DOA. Results show that POMs relating to very slow sub-band are less correlated with DOA; POMs relating to slow delta sub-band are not good for determining DOA in deep anesthesia; and, POMs relating to fast delta sub-band do not have the best performance in light anesthesia but a reasonable performance. Consequently, these arguments imply that a fast delta sub-band (e.g. 1.8 CF δ ) is the best choice among different delta sub-bands that we analyzed. In addition, this study implicitly suggests that better methods should be found to combine the time-coding information relating to alpha and slow delta waves and the information which exists in the relationship between alpha and fast delta waves.
